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The Challenge
To harden psychological targets

against cyber-enabled attack



Immunity
A healthy socio-technical system that 
avoids knowable + effectively defeats 

emergent cyber-enabled risks



Situational Awareness, 
Judgement, Focus

Smart thinking under pressure



❖A cyber-enabled crisis
❖Personal / professional firewalls & security breached
❖What if blackmail / security breach was the intention?
❖Recruitment of insider threat
❖Pre-placement of vulnerability or collateral

Case Study



Case Study



Interpreting, making (sense of) reality
❖ Proven solutions applied to new situation
❖ Sometimes sensible short-cuts to manage

complex or boring tasks
❖ We want to believe the world is as we want it to

be – not what it is or could be
❖ We must check these temptations
❖ Challenges for both

▪ avoiding cyber—enabled threat exposure
▪ decision-making in maelstrom of crisis

Heuristics



Culturing Defensive Immunity: 
Hardening Psychological 

Targets



truly effective intelligence must on
occasion be “doubting” of the enterprise
at hand. It must raise difficult – and
perhaps unpleasant – questions of
operational planners. It must be free to
inject contrary evaluations of the
operational situation. It must not fall
victim to – nor encourage – wishful-
thinking or a raft of other
misperceptions and biases in stressful
situations (Dearth: 1995(a): 9).

Learning from Intelligence



Rehearsing for Resilience:
Scenario-Driven Exercises

❖ SDEx: Lean exercising, agility,
adaptability, options generation

❖ Focus on logic & sustainability
of decisions

❖ Try, fail, learn, repeat
❖ Grow confidence & competence

Information-
Gathering

Assessment
of the Situation

Decision-
Making

Action &
Monitoring

Communication



❖mental processes, disciplines,
courage & creativity of the
special forces soldier

❖ comfort with incomplete,
inconsistent information

❖ good decisions as reflexes
❖ understand 2nd and 3rd order

effects

Changing the course of battle



SF enhancement of crisis 
management process



Organisations that are striving for resilience

have demonstrated their ability to better

understand […] risks as well as their own

vulnerabilities. They have also shown their

willingness to invest in risk treatments that

have created adaptive capabilities to

prevent, reduce, respond to and recover from

the extremes of today’s uncertainty

Gibson & Tarrant, 2010: 11



Questions?


